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Case Number: S1908000161 REV.A 

Release Date: 09/02/2020 

 
Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Active Grill Shutter (AGS) Replacement, DTC U11E9 Loss of 

Communication With AGS 
 

Customer Complaint/ Technician Observation:  DTC U11E9 Loss of Communication With 

AGS sets after replacing the active grill shutter or harness.  
 

Discussion: When servicing active grill shutters on vehicles built before April 10th 2018, wiring kit 

68396618AA can be used but wiring pin locations must match the new actuator when using the grill 
shutter part, 68438679AA.  

 

 
 

Note : When replacing Active Grille Shutter with newer part 68438679AA on 
vehicles built before April 10th, 2018, re-arrange the pin wire location as MY 
2019; shown on the next page. Failure to do so will result in U11E9 Loss Of 
Communication With AGS. 
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Note: The wiring repair kit is universal on all vehicles for this connector if 
required, however the wiring pin locations must be as shown above like MY 2019 
when using active the new grill shutter 68438679AA to repair.  


